Abstract. Nowadays, search on the Web goes beyond the retrieval of textual Web sites and increasingly takes advantage of the growing amount of structured data. Of particular interest is entity search, where the units of retrieval are structured entities instead of textual documents. These entities reside in different sources, which may provide only limited information about their content and are therefore called "uncooperative". Further, these sources capture complementary but also redundant information about entities. In this environment of uncooperative data sources, we study the problem of federated entity search, where redundant information about entities is reduced on-the-fly through entity consolidation performed at query time. We propose a novel method for entity consolidation that is based on using language models and completely unsupervised, hence more suitable for this on-the-fly uncooperative setting than state-of-the-art methods that require training data. Further, we apply the same language model technique to deal with the federated search problem of ranking results returned from different sources. Particular novel are the mechanisms we propose to incorporate consolidation results into this ranking. We perform experiments using real Web queries and data sources. Our experiments show that our approach for federated entity search with on-the-fly consolidation improves upon the performance of a state-of-the-art preference aggregation baseline and also benefits from consolidation.
Introduction
Taking advantage of the growing amount of structured data on the Web has been recognized as a promising way to improve the effectiveness of search and has therefore gained the interest of researchers and industry [1] . This development is also driven by the demand from Web search users, whose most dominant search task is the search for entities. Recent studies showed that about 70% of Web search queries contain entities [2] and that the intent of about 40% of unique Web queries is to find a particular entity [3] . In contrast to named entities, which are text tokens identifying specific concepts, e.g. the name of a person, the increasing amount of structured data on the Web as well as the availability work done while being visiting researcher at Yahoo! Labs, Barcelona of knowledge bases allows to perceive entities not just as single tokens, but as structured objects with attributes and values, e.g. Figure 1a illustrates an entity representing the movie "Star WarsIV -A New Hope". The entities reside in different sources across the Web or originate from different knowledge bases. These sources capture redundant but also complementary information about entities. Hence, consolidating co-referent entities referring to the same real-world object and providing search functionalities over co-referent entities is a crucial step towards exploiting structured data sources for retrieval. In particular, the need for large scale and fast coreference has been recognized and recently a solution in this direction has been proposed [4] . This solution and the comprehensive work of the database community in this realm [5] [6] [7] assume full access to the entire datasets to compute features such as weights of attributes, co-occurences or to learn parameters, which are then used to resolve all coreferences between two or more datasets in one run. However, access to the entire datasets is either not granted in many application scenarios such as search over multiple Web data sources (where data access is only provided via APIs for single requests), also called federated search over uncooperative sources [8, 9] , or many data sources are highly dynamic, imposing a high burden on batch processing to keep up with frequent changes and to provide fresh information for time sensitive applications such as search over stock quotes, movies and timetables. Distributed document retrieval for uncooperative environments has been studied in the IR community [8, 9] . We investigate the task of federated entity search with structured entities consisting of a varying number of attributes and corresponding values. This task is different from document retrieval, where each document consists of exactly one text body.
Contributions. We address the setting of uncooperative environments, where neither prior information about the data sources nor training data is available and propose a language model (LM) based approach for federated entity search in uncooperative environments using query time entity consolidation.
We present three contributions: (1) We propose a LM based unsupervised approach for computing the similarity between entities and use it to perform query time entity consolidation. (2) We reuse these LM based representations of entities and we show how this entity representation in combination with composite relevance models [10, 11] can be used to obtain a combined ranking of results returned from different sources. The mechanisms we propose to incorporate consolidation results into this ranking are particularly novel. (3) In our experiments, we employ real-world Web queries and data sources and investigate the effects of federated search in combination with consolidation on retrieval performance. We show that our approach exceeds a state-of-the-art preference aggregation method for federated search [12] and show the advantages of consolidation for search in federated settings.
Overview
We follow the definition by Pound et al. [3] and define entity search as the task of answering arbitrary information needs related to particular aspects of entities, expressed in unconstrained natural language and resolved using a collection of structured data. We address a particular kind of entity search, namely the search over multiple data sources, called federated search, which entails the three main problems of source representation, source selection, and result merging [8, 9] . We focus on the latter for federated entity search in uncooperative settings as illustrated in Figure 1b , where only ranked result lists of entity descriptions are obtained from each source and no further information about the sources is available. In this scenario, we perform consolidated entity search where entities representing the same real-world object, called co-referent entities are identified, linked and incorporated into ranking to avoid redundant results. Further, Web data is heterogeneous in the sense that differences in schema and vocabulary are common. Coping with schema differences has been studied in the area of schema matching and for the given setting also in our previous work [11] . Here, it is considered as out of scope. We illustrate the addressed problem throughout the paper using the following example. Example 1. Assume the keyword query "star wars" is issued to three data sources, which hold information about movies. Each source returns a ranked list of structured entities as illustrated in Figure 1b and the same lists are shown in more detail in Figure 2a . We observe that the lists contain co-referent entities, e.g. e B2 in RS B and e C1 in RS C both represent the same movie "A New Hope". If we put all entities in one result list, we obtain a list with redundant results. Later, we will refer to this case without consolidation as CRM w . In our example, we observe in Figure 2b that within the first six ranks only three distinct entities are shown, because {e B2 , e C3 , e A2 } and {e C3 , e C2 } are co-referent (indicated by identical line type). Our goal is to consolidate the results by grouping co-referent entities into sets as illustrated in Figure 2c , which we will later refer to as CRM c . In particular, we will focus on ranking in this setting and investigate the effects on retrieval performance of federated search with and without consolidation. We focus on Web data for which the RDF model has been proposed as a W3C standard for data representation and interchange. For the sake of generality, we omit RDF specific features, like blank nodes, and employ a general graphstructured data model.
A data source is a directed and labeled graph G = (N, E). The set of nodes N is a disjoint union of entities N E and literals N L , i.e. N = N E N L . Edges E can be conceived as a disjoint union E = E E E L of edges representing connections between entities, i.e. a(e i , e j ) ∈ E E , iff e i , e j ∈ N E , and connections between entities and literals also called attribute values, i.e. a(e, v) ∈ E L , iff e ∈ N E and v ∈ N L . Given this graph G, we call the bag of attribute value edges A(e) = {a(e, v) ∈ E|v ∈ N L } the description of the entity e ∈ N E , and each a(e, v) ∈ A(e) is called an attribute of e. The set of distinct attribute labels of an entity e, i.e. A (e) = {a|a(e, v) ∈ A(e)}, is called the model of e. Figure 1a illustrates entity e B2 , which has the model A (e B2 ) = {label, director, characters, release}. In our Web scenario, each data source is represented by a graph G X , for example Figure 1b illustrates three data sources X = {A, B, C}. Although arbitrary edges can connect entities across data graphs, we are only interested in edges denoting that two entities are co-referent, i.e. a same (e X , e Y ), e X ∈ G X , e Y ∈ G Y , e.g. owl:sameAs 3 .
On-the-fly Entity Consolidation
Entity consolidation is typically performed through the main steps of representing entities as attribute value pairs, and finding the appropriate similarity metric and threshold to determine whether two given entity representations refer to the same object or not, i.e. when the similarity computed using the metric exceeds the threshold. Since several attributes are typically used, state-of-the-art methods employ supervised machine learning techniques to learn the weights for attributes or also the metrics and thresholds [13] . In this section, we (1) represent attribute values as language models (LMs), (2) employ a specific notion of distance for LMs as the similarity metric, and (3) propose an unsupervised technique to estimate the weight associated with each attribute LM. In our approach, all the steps needed to derive the LM-based entity representation as well as the actual detection of coreferences are performed on-the-fly during the execution of a query.
Entity Representation
In entity search, composite LMs have been proposed to represent an entity as a collection of multinomial distributions, each capturing one particular entity attribute [11, 14] and are used to compute the similarity between an entity and a query. This modeling is suited when entities are not only associated with concise values but descriptions -which is the case for many Web data sources capturing entities via attributes such as label and comment. We use this representation also for the consolidation task. The composite LM P for an entity e is constructed by considering all attributes in the model of e, a ∈ A (e). That is, P contains a LM P e (w|a) for every a ∈ A . Every P e (w|a) captures the probability of observing a word w in the attribute values of a associated with e. Let V a (e) be the bag of value nodes of the attribute a associated with e, i.e. V a (e) = {v|a(e, v) ∈ E, v ∈ N L }, and w a word in the vocabulary, then P e (w|a) is estimated using maximum-likelihood as follows:
where n(w, v) denotes the count of w in the value v, and |v| is the total number of words in v.
Similarity Metric
Given two entities in the result lists, e X ∈ RS X and e Y ∈ RS Y , we determine whether they are co-referent or not using a similarity metric. Standard metrics used by consolidation methods include edit distance and Jaccard similarity, which can be applied to two given attribute values. The former captures the number of edit operations needed to transform one value to the other while the latter is based on the word overlaps between the two values. Since we apply LMs to captures values, we measure the overlap of the LMs with the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD), which is based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD). The JSD however has the advantages of being symmetric, bounded (0 ≤ JSD ≤ 1), smoothed and its square root is a metric. Given the probability distributions P X , P Y and R = 1 2 P X + 1 2 P Y , the JSD is defined as:
where KLD(P ||R) = w P (w) log 2 P (w) R(w) . For computing the distance d between two entities e X and e Y , d(e X , e Y ), we use the square root of the JSDs calculated over the LMs constructed for all attributes a that both entities have in common and weight each overlap measured by the JSD by ω(a):
Estimating Weights
The weight ω(a) expresses how discriminative and identifying an attribute a is. We determine ω(a) w.r.t. the result lists RS X and RS Y . First, we construct a LM P X (w|a) analog to Equation 1. However, P X (w|a) captures the values of all the entities in RS X instead of a single entity, i.e. V a (RS X ) = {v|a(e X , v), e X ∈ RS X } instead of V a (e). Then, we compute the entropy H(P ) = − w P (w) log 2 P (w) and set ω(a) to:
The rationale behind this formulation is that the entropy is high, if the bag V a (RS X ) contains many diverse values, and it is low, if V a (RS X ) contains similar and hence less discriminative values. Attributes with more diverse values are associated with higher weights because they provide more discriminate information to distinguish entities.
Entity Similarity
Given the above distance function and two result lists RS X = (e X1 , e X2 ,..., e Xi ,...) and RS Y = (e Y 1 , e Y 2 ,..., e Y j ,...), we consider two entities e X ∈ RS X and e Y ∈ RS Y as co-referent, if their distance is below a threshold t and if they are mutually the closest to each other, see Equation 5 . The latter condition assures that only co-references are established, if a candidate entity is favored over all alternatives. Note, that we also compare the sources to themselves, i.e. X = Y , to find co-references within a source.
Ranking Consolidated Entities
We continue our previous Example 1 to illustrate our procedure. First, we obtain the result lists RS X for each source X as depicted in Figure 2a . In addition, we have now a set of edges A same linking co-referent entities. Figure 3 depicts this situation for our example, we see the three result lists and four a same edges (arrows). The co-references A same are either obtained through our consolidation process, are already part of the data or provided by external services such as http://sameas.org. We aim at merging these entities into one ranked list while taking the coreferences into account. In the following we present our ranking model for consolidated entities and then show our strategy for exploiting coreferences. 
Ranking for Structured Web Data
The general concept we apply for ranking is based on pseudo-relevance feedback [10] . We adapt this idea and apply it to federated entity search. In line with this concept, we build two models, one Query Model (QM) capturing the information need with the help of relevance feedback and Resource Models (RM) representing results to be ranked. Each RM is scored against QM and sorted by its score into the final result list. Both models, QM and RM, share in general the same structure as entities, as described in Section 3.1, i.e. they contain a set of attribute labels A and a corresponding LM P ∈ P for each attribute. Formally, the model M ∈ {QM, RM } is a 3-tuple M = (E, A , P). We denote the set of entities E of model M as E(M ) and the set of attributes A of model M as A (M ) = {a|a ∈ A (e), ∃e ∈ E(M )}. As before for the consolidation, we use the JSD (Equation 2) to measure the distance between two corresponding LMs for all attributes that QM and RM have in common:
The LMs of QM and RM, see Equation 7 , are computed from the respective LMs of the entities that are comprised by the model and each entity LM P e (Equation 1) is weighted with an entity specific weight µ(e):
The weight µ is the crucial part of the query model QM . For RM the weight is constant µ = 1. The weight allows to control the impact of each entity on the query model. With the weight µ, we adapt the ranking framework to the federated search setting and exploit the ranking of the individual sources. We use the discounted rank r(e X ) of the entity e X in the result list RS X to weight its influence on the query model:
By using the ranks in µ, we take advantage of the ranking of the sources. Although the sources do not provide any information explicitly about themselves, all their knowledge, such as domain expertise, popularity, click-data, and other signals, are incorporated in their ranking function and thereby implicitly conveyed in the ranking. Moreover, we tie the importance of an entity represented by its rank to the content and the structure of the entity, which is captured by the LM of the entity. For QM, we use all entities returned by the sources, i.e. E(QM ) = X RS X and we construct one RM for each entity. Note that an advantage of the above technique is that it is entirely parameter free. The whole ranking procedure takes all its ingredients from the results returned by the sources for the initial query. This is an important feature for dynamic web environments, where data sources may (dis-)appear frequently and a prior integration into the federated search process is not possible.
Ranking consolidation
Given the result lists RS X , we consider each entity e ∈ X RS X individually and construct a corresponding model RM for each entity. Then, we compute a score for each RM and sort each entity by its score to obtain a ranked list of entities. This ranked list contains all entities in X RS X , one entity on each rank as depicted in Figure 2 (b). At this point we have a ranked list without taking advantage of the co-references. In the experimental Section 5, we refer to this stage as CRM w . Now, we allow sets of entities on each rank instead of a single entity. We iterate through the ranked list from the best to the last ranked entity. During this iteration we make use of the co-references A same . If we observe an entity that has co-references, we position the set of all co-referent entities on this rank and remove them from their original ranks. Within each rank, the entity previously ranked highest is first and then we order the co-referent entities by their previous ranks, see Figure 2 (c). The result of this strategy is a list of ranked sets. In the next section, we refer to this consolidated ranking strategy as CRM c .
Experiments
We conducted experiments on consolidation and on ranking in two real-world scenarios. In one scenario users search for movies and in the another one for scientific publications. We used publicly accessible APIs available on the Web as sources of entities. Table 1 lists the sources for both scenarios (RT is abbr. for rottentomatoes.com and MS for Microsoft Academic Search). We used Yahoo! Dapper 4 to mimic an API using the site search of Citeseer and ACM. All data used in the experiments is available at http://www.aifb.kit.edu/web/Dhe/data.
Real-World Web Search Queries. We extracted 50 real Web search queries for each scenario from a Web search engine query log. For each scenario, we manually created a list of more than ten hostnames, which contains those of the data sources and highly popular sites. We sampled only queries having at least two clicks on one of these hostnames to obtain queries for our scenarios. Details on the query sets and the obtained result lists are given in Table 1 and the first six queries of each set are shown in Table 2 .
Ground Truth. We obtained the ground truth for both tasks through expert judgments. The distributions of the co-references between the sources are given Table 2 : Queries with movie-related intend (left) and scientific intend (right).
in Table 3 . We can observe that co-references exist not just between but also within the results of a data source. Noteworthy, one source (MS) is dominant in the publication scenario and is part of 83% of the co-references. We followed the methodology of [15] to obtain relevance judgments for the ranking evaluation. We rated the top-10 results for each query. In total, there are 604 relevant entities for the movie scenario, which are distributed among the sources as follows: RT: 40%, Netflix: 36%, MovieDb: 23%. For the publication scenario, the raters judged 997 entities as relevant. The distribution of the relevant results is here highly skewed. MS returned 53% of the relevant results, ACM 24%, Arxiv 15%, and Citeseer 8%. Details on the ground truth are shown in Table 4 , such as the number of raters and in particular the inter-rater agreement measured on the "Overlap" with Krippendorff's α for ordinal values [16] . Overall, we consider the agreement of α ordinal > 0.66 high enough to rely on the ground truth [17] . Table 3 : Ground truth co-references.
Consolidation Results
The main focus of our work is on the ranking of consolidated entities. In order to obtain co-references, we applied the procedure described in Section 3. In Figure 4 we see the effect of the threshold t, the only parameter necessary in our approach, on the the metrics F1, Precision, and Recall w.r.t to coreferences between sources. As we have seen in the previous section, many co-references Table 4 : Ground truth statistics and agreement α.
exist also within one data source. We can assume that within a source the same vocabulary is used and therefore entities are inherently closer to each other in terms of our similarity metric compared to entities of different sources. Hence, a lower threshold is needed when consolidating entities of the same source. As a consequence, we reduce t by 0.2 in this case and report evaluation results for t movie = 0.7 and t pub = 0.6 for the respective scenario. We evaluate consolidation from two perspectives. First, we look at each single co-reference link and second, we evaluate the entire co-reference sets created from these links. Each co-reference is classified as true/false positive/negative (abbr. TP, FP, TN,FN).
In Table 5c and 5d we see the confusion matrix for both scenarios over the entire query set. The consolidation performance as an average of the co-references created for each query is reported in Table 5a and the corresponding numbers for the sets of co-references are shown in Table 5b . Overall, the performance numbers are high. Although a direct comparison is not possible, the numbers are in the same order of magnitudes as previously reported for supervised consolidation [18] . We now apply these co-references for consolidated retrieval in the next section. 
Ranking Evaluation
We aim to answer two questions: What is the effect of federated search on retrieval compared to the performance of the sources separately? Does consolidation improve federated search? We assess the ranking using Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) and report the results in Table 6a for the movie and in Table 6b for the publication scenario and indicate statistically significant improvements using Fisher's two-sided, paired randomization test [19] . Systems. We implement our Consolidated Relevance Model (CRM) approach in two different ways. (1) We employ a federated version without using coreferences (CRM w ) and (2) a federated and consolidated version exploiting coreferences (CRM c ) as described in Section 4. We compare CRM against two baselines, the individual rankings of the sources and the Multinomial Preference Model (MPM), a state-of-the-art rank aggregation strategy [12] . We use an unsupervised version of MPM, i.e. without the supervised adherence parameter, and study two preference encodings. The first encoding C(e i , e j ) is binary (labeled MPM ), where one entity e i is preferred over entity e j when e i has a lower rank (r(e) denotes the rank of e in the result list RS):
C(e i , e j ) = 1 if r(ei) < r(ej) 0 otherwise (9) The second encoding exploits the difference between ranks to express the degree of how much e i is preferred over e j using discounted ranks (labeled with subscript d as M P M d ):
Evaluation Settings. Note that all systems return a ranked list of individual entities except for those that make use of consolidation, where each result in the ranked list returned by M P M , M P M d and CRM c represents a set of entities instead of a single entity as illustrated in Figure 2 (c). In order to assess the relevance of such a set, we use the best ranked entity within that set as the representative element, called the label as depicted in Figure 2 (c). The relevance of the set is determined based on the relevance of its label, except for expand as described below. We evaluate the systems in three different settings: Std: First, we assess the results in the standard way by going through the ranked lists as they are returned by the systems and simply assess the relevance of each rank using the ground truth. Nrel: In the Std. setting, results are considered relevant even if the same results (i.e. co-referent entities) have been seen in the list before. The Nrel setting accounts for redundancy by considering subsequent occurrences of co-referent entities as non-relevant, as suggested by [18] . Even if a result is relevant according to the ground truth, it is considered here as not relevant when a co-reference has already been seen.
Expand: The third setting gives special treatment to the systems M P M , M P M d and CRM c that perform consolidation. In the previous settings, relevance assessment of these systems is simply based on the labels of result sets. In this expand setting, we assess the results in the way proposed for clustered IR [20] . The idea is that a user goes from the top to the bottom of the result list, and checks the label of each cluster (set of results in this case). If a label is considered relevant, the set is expanded and each entity in the set is assessed individually using the ground truth.
Std results. First, we look at the effect of federation. When comparing the single sources, shown in the first three lines in Table 6a for the movie scenario, we observe that RT performs best (bold digits). Further, note that the performance differences among these sources are relatively small. The federated approach CRM w outperforms the individual results by 62%. For the publ. scenario, we look at two setups, one with the three sources that share about the same amount of co-references and relevant results, and a second setup with a fourth source -MS, which is 'an outlier' because it contains 53% of the relevant results and is part of 83% of the co-references, as described above. For the 3-source setup, we observe a different initial situation, see Table 6b . The best source ACM performs about twice as good as the second best source Arxiv. Given this unbalanced situation, our federation approach CRM w performs only marginally better than the best source. When we look at the publ. scenario with 4 sources in the lower part of this table, we observe that the source MS is again twice as good as the previously best source ACM. Further, adding MS to the pool of sources, improves the performance of CRM w . However in this skewed setting, the federated approach CRM w performs not as good as the best source MS, but better than the three other sources. In summary for the std. setting, we observe that federation improves retrieval if the sources have about the same performances. Otherwise, it yields improvements upon most sources but cannot guarantee the best performance. Next, we investigate the effect of federation in combination with consolidation, i.e. the systems M P M , M P M d and CRM c . Through consolidation entities are grouped into sets and as a consequence there are less (relevant) results, i.e. (relevant) set labels, in the ranked list after consolidation than entities in the list before consolidation. In the movie case, where more co-reference sets exist (3.6 sets per query in the top10 ranks), we observe as expected that NDCG is much lower than without consolidation. The same holds for the publ. scenario although the difference is smaller because there are fewer and smaller co-reference sets (2.9 sets/query in the top10 ranks). Overall, we observe that federation without consolidation performs best when assessing relevance using the standard method. We note that however, since the ranked list with consolidation contains sets of entities, it actually captures much more (relevant) results that are not considered when only assessing their labels.
NRel results. We perform the same analysis as before, but now regard redundant results as not relevant. Different to the std. setting, we observe that the federated system CRM w performs worse than the best single data source for both movies and the two publication setups. This indicates there were many co-referent results (redundancy) that are not reflected in the results of the std. setting. In summary, when taking redundancy into account, we observe that federation alone no longer improves over the single data sources. If we investigate the combined effect of federation and consolidation with the system M P M , M P M d , and CRM c , we observe a different result. Now, the consolidated CRM c improves upon the non-consolidated CRM w system in all cases. Further, CRM c outperforms both M P M models, which do not always outperform the non-consolidated run. For the 4-sources publ. scenario, we observe that the consolidated run improves upon the non-consolidated runs, but not upon the outlier source MS. In summary, we observed that consolidation helps federated search when redundant results are considered non-relevant.
Expand results. Also here CRM c consistently improves upon the M P M models. To see the effect of expanding relevant sets as opposed to only using their labels (and keeping sets with non-relevant labels collapsed), we compare the results of expand with the best results obtained in the std. setting, where federated search without consolidation (CRM w ) performed best. We observe that CRM c also slightly improves upon CRM w for both scenarios. This means that consolidated federated search (CRM c ) actually outperforms federated search (CRM w ) when the sets' content representing consolidation results are taken into account.
Hence, consolidation can even be useful when redundancy is not considered in the evaluation procedure.
Runtime Performance. The main focus of our work is the effectiveness of ranking strategies. We measured the runtime performance of CRM c on a standard laptop with Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz CPU, 4 GB memory and 5400rpm HDD. On average, consolidation took 0.7s for an average of 117 entities per query in the movie scenario, and 2.2s for 206 entities in the publication scenario. Ranking took 0.4s for the movie scenario and 1.4s for the publication scenario. These run times are small compared to the amount of time necessary for remote API calls, which took 4s for the publication case and 31s for the movie case. In the latter case, the time includes several API calls because some movie sources return a list of IDs for a query and then each ID has to be fetched individually. This is because these APIs were in fact designed for a different use case (browsing) and are thus, not suitable for online search. In addition, we used developer keys, which may have a lower priority than production keys when requesting data. A demonstrator of our system is available online at http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/conesearch.
Related Work
Entity consolidation is also referred to as record linkage, instance matching or object de-duplication, has a long history in database research and many approaches have been proposed [5] [6] [7] . Note, that consolidation is different to fusion, where the goal is to blend instances into one object [21] . With respect to our work, we focus on entity consolidation in a Web context with limited data access. Recent work on consolidating entities for Web search shows that consolidation improves search performance by achieving more diverse and less redundant results [18] . While they use a supervised approach relying on training examples, we propose an unsupervised approach that is more suitable to uncooperative settings where training data is not available. In a Semantic Web context, the task of entity consolidation is equivalent to establishing owl:sameAs links between entities. Using statistics derived from the entire datasets to establish such links as been studied by [22] , who present a self-learning approach, by [23] , who focus on scalability, and by [24] , who propose statistics as well as logic-based approaches to match entities. However, all these unsupervised approaches are not targeting at search, but have the goal to integrate entire datasets. Hence, they require access to the full datasets, while our approach only uses data retrieved for a given search query. The aspect of query-time data integration has been studied for schema alignment during Web data search [11] , to identify and consolidate records helpful to process a database query [25] , and in the context of probabilistic databases [26] .
Entity search has been studied in many approaches [1, [27] [28] [29] [30] . The aforementioned approaches assume a central index comprising the entire data collection. Integrating the data of several sources has been studied in vertical search [31] , where the results of different verticals are combined at the front-end level but not at the level of the search algorithms.
Federated search (distributed IR) has been thoroughly studied for document retrieval [8, 9, 32] , where the unit of retrieval are textual documents and not structured entities. Query translation for federated entity search has been investigated by [30] , who use source-specific query generators to adapt a structured query to each source. Source selection and ranking algorithms are studied in [27] . We use the rank aggregation strategy of [12] as baseline in our experiment. It requires the presents of coreferences to form a consensus ranking. Our work differs by consolidating entities at query-time and incorporating content, structure and the original rank into the ranking strategy.
Conclusion
We have presented the first unsupervised solution for federated entity search using on-the-fly consolidation for uncooperative environments. Our consolidation as well as our ranking technique are incorporated into the language model based IR framework and operate without prior knowledge or training examples, but only on the data obtained for one query and hence are suitable for search over Web data sources with access through APIs. Our experiments investigate the effects of consolidation and federation on retrieval performance. The results show that our approach outperforms a state-of-the-art preference aggregation strategy and that consolidation improves the retrieval performance.
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